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ABSTRACT

Typological patterns of phonological properties have been
studied extensively for the insights they provide on the
structure and evolution of human language.  However
such patterns have not been much examined from the geo-
graphical perspective applied to typological properties in
morphology and syntax. This paper provides brief discus-
sion and exemplification of the results of a longer-term
project to map phonological features of a large sample of
languages, and points to some of the insights gained.

1. INTRODUCTION

Typological patterns of segment inventories, syllable
structures, suprasegmental features and other phonological
properties have been studied extensively for the insights
they provide on the structure and evolution of human
language.  However such patterns have not been much ex-
amined using the kind of large-scale geographical perspec-
tive which has been applied to typological properties in
morphology and syntax [1].  This paper reports on the
mapping of typological properties in a sample of geo-
graphically and genetically dispersed languages now ap-
proaching 600 in number, combining those of the UPSID
database [2] and the World Atlas of Linguistic Typology
[3], plus judicious additions in areas otherwise geographi-
cally underrepresented as well as languages covered by an
ongoing project for phonetic research on endangered
languages.  As is common in such studies the mapping
reflects an idealized ethnolinguistic situation which
ignores the spread of major world languages and places
indigenous languages in their recent historic locations.
Each language is represented by one particular speech
variety, for example, English by a standard Southern
British variety.  Naturally the reliability of the
information available on such a large number of languages
varies considerably.  In addition, to ensure uniformity
many choices of interpretation must be made based on the
descriptions at hand.  It is believed that the large number
of data points should guarantee that any genuinely robust
distributional patterns will emerge.

Viewing typological data in spatial terms can provide a
way of distinguishing between patterns which result from
genuinely universal causes and those which may be better
explained by local factors.  Co-occurrence patterns of
different properties can also be examined geographically to
visualize the strength or weakness of their association, as
well as to check whether an association might arise from
bias in analytical choice.  Among properties that have
been examined in the light of these perspectives are the
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f consonant and vowel quality inventories, the
exity of syllable structure, the occurrence of tone
s, the distributions of front rounded vowels and
tive vowel nasalization, as well as of the occurrence
rals, uvulars, glottalized consonants, and notable
ces or absences of several other kinds of segments
phonological inventories of the languages surveyed.

of the mapped properties show very strong patterns
al geographical concentration while others are more
sed.  Shared characteristics often extend over large
 Marked phonological properties frequently co-occur
 languages of particular regions of the world.  The
der of this paper will discuss a few salient results.

2. MISSING /p/ AND MISSING /g/

ample of contrasting localized versus dispersed
ution is provided by the patterns denoted here as
ng /p/’ and ‘missing /g/’.  It has long been noted
 one of the major places of articulation is missing in
 series it is likely to be bilabial if voiceless and
if voiced.  In this study, a /p/ or /g / is only
ered missing if there is strong reason for it to have
xpected to occur.  Specifically, this means that the
ge must have a simple voicing contrast in plosives
e missing place must be represented in the opposite
g series.  Thus if the consonant inventory includes
t of plosives in (i) below, it has a ‘missing /p/’; if it
es the set in (ii) it has a ‘missing /g/’; if it includes
t in (iii) then both are missing.

   t     k ii) p    t     k iii)       t     k
  d    g b    d b    d

 sample of 565 languages examined ‘missing /p/’
issing /g/’ patterns are very close in frequency of

ence, there being 33 of ‘missing /p/’ and 34 cases of
ing /g/’ and 3 languages with both segments
g.  Yet ‘missing /p/’ and ‘missing /g /’ have

ably different geographical distributions.  ‘Missing
ccurs with a primarily localized distribution
inantly in the northern half of Africa and is almost

ly absent from the Americas and the Eurasian
ass, as shown in Figure 1.  ‘Missing /g/’, as shown
ure 2, occurs considerably more widely dispersed in
, Asia and the Pacific islands and most strikingly
th the eastern and western sides of the Americas,
that are often quite distinct in their phonological
gy.  Therefore ‘missing /g/’ more convincingly
for an explanation based on universal phonetic
ples than does ‘missing /p/’.  (For reasons of space
s 1 and 2 are the only maps included here.)



Figure 1.  Distribution of languages with ‘missing /p/’ in a 565-language sample

Figure 2.  Distribution of languages with ‘missing /g/’ in a 565-language sample
As often remarked, in /g/ the space between glottis and
oral closure is much smaller than in /b/ or /d/.
Consequently, voicing is more likely to be extinguished
during the closure in /g/ due to loss of sufficient trans-
glottal pressure difference [4].  This could lead to confu-
sion of /g/ with /k/, and over time to loss of the distinc-
tion between the two sounds.  Alternatively if the plosive
is pronounced with less than a complete closure (as often
occurs in more relaxed speech) and consequently voicing
is able to continue through its duration, the pronunciation
norm may shift away from the plosive realization.  Either
path may provide a route by which /g/ is eliminated from
the consonant set.  Further, in a language undergoing a
process creating a series of voiced plosives, the difficulty
of combining voicing with velar articulation may block
the process from operating to change /k/ into /g/ under the
same conditions which change /p/ into /b/ and /t/ into /d/.
Because of the aerodynamic facts, /g/ can be seen to be a
less favored plosive than /b/ or /d/, and this factor can be
expected to operate in much the same way wherever
voiced plosives occur (note that ‘missing /g/’ cannot occur
in areas like Australia and much of East Asia where a
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frican concentration of ‘missing /p/’ undermines any
ption that there are equally general principles work-
ainst the combination of bilabial place and voice-
ss.  Instead, it suggests that one or more areal fac-
ay have operated to favor the initiation and/or
 of this pattern within the circum-Saharan zone.

 areal factors may have been as subtle as the conver-
 on a regional norm for pronunciation of /p/-sounds.
ample, voiceless plosives might have come to be
lly pronounced with aspiration, that is, with the
ess air flow continuing for some time after the clo-
as been released (distinctive use of aspiration is

y absent from the area).  Because the lips separate
quickly at release than the other articulators [5], the
generated by the release itself is less easy to distin-
from the noise of the following aspiration in /ph/

n /th/ or /kh/.  Hence only /h/, or a fricative such as
ght be identified by a listener (cf. Ancient Greek
s the source of /f/ in modern words such as

etics’), and the pronunciation norm would change.



It is also possible to speculate on rôles for more straight-
forwardly social factors, such as the prestige of Arabic, a
‘missing /p/’ language, over much of this area for centur-
ies, or the impact of cosmetic modification of the lips,
once practiced among a number of the peoples of the Sa-
hel, the northern rain forest, and the Ethiopian highlands.

3. CONSONANTS AND SYLLABLES

The number of distinctive consonants was surveyed in
565 languages.  The range extends from 6 to 122, but the
mode is 22, and the median 21.  The languages were
classed into five bins (small, moderately small, average,
moderately large and large consonant inventories).
Languages with 19-25 consonants are classed as ‘average’.
These are found in most areas of the world, suggesting
that this size truly is a representative of something typical
for spoken human languages.  The languages with larger
or smaller inventories on the other hand display quite
marked regional disparities in their distribution.

Those with smaller than average consonant inventories
predominate in Oceania including New Guinea, in South
America and in the eastern part of North America, with
particularly strong concentrations of ‘small’ inventories
(less than 15) in New Guinea and the Amazon basin.  A
typological similarity with respect to consonant inventory
size between the languages of New Guinea and Australia
is intriguing.  The received idea is that the population
ancestral to speakers of today’s Australian languages
reached the continent when New Guinea and Australia
were joined in the now partly-submerged landmass known
to geologists as the Sahul shelf [6].  After the land-bridge
linking New Guinea and Australia was severed around
7000 years ago, contact is believed to have been minimal
between Australian and New Guinea peoples except in the
immediate region of the Torres Straits.  Might this
similarity represent the conservation of a trait common to
languages spoken long ago when the lands were joined?

Languages with larger than average consonant inventories
are strongly represented in Africa, especially south of the
equator, as well as in an area in the heart of Eurasia, and
most spectactularly in the northwest of North America.
The languages in this latter area belong to several different
language families with no demonstrable genetic
relationship, including Eskimo-Aleut, Na-Dene, Salishan,
Tsimshianic and Wakashan.  There is no evidence that the
predominance of large consonant inventories in this area is
the result of direct borrowing between these languages,
although cultural contacts between the peoples concerned
are in many cases intense and long-rooted.  The situation
is clearly different in part of the African region where large
consonant inventories occur.  Several Bantu languages
(part of the larger Niger-Congo family), such as Zulu and
Yeyi, enlarged their consonant inventory by borrowing
clicks and other sounds which they did not previously use
from neighboring languages of the Khoisan group, which
already had many consonants.

The estimate of consonant inventory size is dependent,
among other factors, on whether certain phonetic elements
are analyzed as single complex segments or as consonant
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nces.  For example, Fjian /mbamba/ ‘slope’ is
y considered to contain two prenasalized stops and
as the syllable structure CV.CV, but might have
analyzed as CCVC.CV.  To a degree, therefore,
tions of size of consonant inventory might in an
ry way be inversely correlated with evaluations of
ic structure.  Comparing the distribution of

nant inventory size and syllable structure complexity
es a test of whether traditions among linguists

ng in different regions might have biased analyses
ds either greater syllabic complexity or larger
nant inventories in different areas.

l of 445 languages were included in a survey of
le structure.  The most frequent type (58%) are those
oderately complex syllable structure, that is onsets

single C or obtruent-glide or obstruent-liquid
nce, and codas of only one C.  This type is
pread, but is particularly frequent in Africa, the more
ly part of Asia and in much of Australia.  Only 51
ges in the sample, about 11%, limit themselves to

le’ syllables (the universal syllable type (C)V).
 tend to be distributed somewhere near the equator,
ica, New Guinea and South America.  Recall that
 a similar distribution to that found for languages
small consonant inventories.  There are 131
ges (about 29%) which permit complex syllables of
r more types.  Languages with complex syllable
res are predominantly found in the northern two-

 of the northern hemisphere, that is, in northern
 America and northern Eurasia, where this type
ly dominates over the others.  Here there is a degree
erlap with the areas in which large consonant
ories tend to be more frequent, most especially in
re northerly parts of the North American continent.

aller cluster of languages with complex syllable
re is found in northern Australia.

real overlaps between small consonant inventories
mple syllable structure and large consonant invento-
d complex syllable structures provide an interesting
le of how complexity in different areas of phono-
l structure may work together as mutual reinforce-
rather than being mutually offsetting, or artifacts of
is.  Across the set of 440 languages for which both
nant inventory size and syllable structure data are in-
, there is a significant though not strong correlation
en these two measures of complexity (r2 = .202,
001).  The languages with simple canonical syllable
re have a mean of 19.1 consonants in their inven-
hose with moderately complex syllable structure a
of 21.7 consonants, and those with complex sylla-
uctures a mean of 25.8 consonants.

4. VOWEL SYSTEMS

 properties of vowel systems have been mapped, the
r of distinct contrasting vowel qualities (abstracting
from features such as quantity, nasalization and
ealization), and the occurrence of front rounded and
zed vowels.  The size of vowel quality inventories
 between 2 and 14, with the mean being 6 and the
5.  They were binned into three categories, those



with 5 or 6 vowel qualities labeled ‘average’, those with
fewer ‘small’ and those with more ‘large’.  Of 557
languages surveyed for this purpose, just over 51% have
average vowel inventory size.  Languages with smaller
than average vowel inventories are especially concentrated
in two areas, Australia and the Americas (particularly on
the west side of South America and the northern half of
North America).  Only a few languages in Africa, Eurasia
and the Pacific outside Australia have small vowel
inventories.  Larger than average vowel quality inventories
are especially concentrated in Africa, particularly in the
linguistically diverse area roughly south of the Sahara and
north of the Equator, but they are also common over
much of the Eurasian mainland, being most concentrated
in a zone covering South-East Asia and much of China.
Larger vowel inventories are geographically associated
with the occurrence of vowel harmony in Africa, Europe
and West Asia, as well as with short canonical word
length in the East Asian zone.  The geographical
perspective confirms a finding reported earlier, that vowel
inventory size is not inversely related to the number of
consonants in a language [2].  For example, in the
languages of the African zone in which larger vowel
inventories occur almost exclusively, the size of conso-
nant inventories mirrors quite closely the overall propor-
tions of the five bins found worldwide.  Overall, there is
no correlation whatsoever (r2 = -.004) between vowel
quality inventory and consonant inventory sizes in the
sample of 561 languages examined for this calculation.

Front rounded vowels occur in just 37 out of 558 lan-
guages surveyed.  These are typically languages with
‘large’ vowel quality inventories, and in many cases the
history of these languages is well enough known that we
know the front rounded vowels were added to an inven-
tory which previously did not include them and this de-
velopment contributed to the enlargement of the vowel
inventory size.  Almost 80% of these languages occur in
the more northerly regions of Eurasia.  There are a number
of quite natural paths by which front rounded vowels can
evolve, including assimilation to adjoining front vowels
(as in German), assimilatory effects of front consonants
(as in some varieties of Chinese), ‘spontaneous’ fronting
of back vowels (as in French) perhaps by a ‘random walk’
process [7], and probably by an extension of vowel har-
mony to additional vowel features (likely in Turkish, for
example).  In view of the different historical scenarios
which produced the front rounded vowels in various
languages, it is quite striking that their occurrence is so
relatively concentrated in a particular geographic area.  It
seems possible that hearing sounds of this sort in some
languages of the area may have given critical support to
phonetically natural processes in other languages whose
end result is to add and maintain front rounded vowels in
their inventories.  Without support of this kind these pro-
cesses apparently much more rarely reach their conclusion.

Distinctive nasalized vowels occur in about one fifth of
the languages (116 of 556 surveyed).  Though absent from
some areas, e.g. the American North-West and Australia,
they are relatively widespread around the world with
particular concentrations in western and southern Africa
and the remainder of the Americas.  Vowel systems with
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 nasalized than oral vowel qualities and those with
numbers are differently distributed.  In the Americas
number systems predominate (33 of 56).  In the rest
 world there are usally fewer nasalized than oral
s.  Nasalization of vowels tends to function

ently in the languages of these areas.  American
ges more often have a pattern where nasalization is
 by all vowels in a word or serves as a marker of
lar grammatical categories.  In such cases each oral
 very naturally remains paired with a nasalized
rpart.  The difference may also be linked to the
l number of vowels.  For example 23 out of the 28
n languages have 7 or more vowel qualities, whereas
 than average vowel inventories are rarer in the
cas.  Overall the mean number of vowel qualities in
 languages with equal numbers of oral and nasalized
 qualities is 5.45 and the mean number of vowel
ies among the 65 languages with fewer nasalized
ral vowel qualities is 7.12.  It is more difficult for a
r to distinguish between different nasalized vowels
o distinguish between their oral counterparts [8].
actor can be expected to operate with particular force
the number of vowels is larger.  In most languages
asalized vowels their historical origin can be traced
uction of an earlier sequence of a nasal consonant
nt to a vowel.  Such processes are likely to produce
zed counterparts to each oral vowel.  However, if the
r of vowels is large, the distinction between all the

zed counterparts is unlikely to be maintained.
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